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ABSTRACT
Digital Watermarking is an extremely wide aspect of information security, either by its applications,
by its properties, or by its designs. In particular, a lot of research has been made about video
watermarking and it can make it quite difficult to put into perspective the various schemes possible in
order to implement a watermarking process for a given application. This paper presents an in-depth
overview of the current video watermarking technologies and how they each respond to certain
criteria that may be imposed by the aimed application. The goal being in first place to be able to
define the desired equilibrium point between invisibility, robustness and efficiency for an application.
Then, given this balance, being able to deduce the best location of the information embedding as well
as the method used to embed it. The equilibrium point is to be found using the needed properties
of the watermark and by studying the threat model that the scheme will have to face. The location
describes whether the extra information should be added to the metadata of the video, to its frames or
to specific regions of its frames. Finally, the method to embed the watermark refers to the insertion
domain and its coefficients to be altered in order to insert the wanted information.
Keywords Digital Watermark · Steganography ·Watermark Applications · Network Flow Watermarking · Video
1 Introduction
Digital watermarking is a signal processing technique flowing from paper watermarking, originally being a stamp
applied during paper manufacturing by a press as the paper paste was still watery (hence its name). It was first used in
Italy in 1282 to prove origin and quality of paper coming from a specific factory located in Fabriano. As the technology
discovery went on, paper as well as watermark went from the physical world to the digital one. As the medium changed,
new applications ([1]) where found to this process from copyright protection in the multimedia industry to clandestine
communications for military use. Those applications will be detailed in Section 2.3.
We define digital watermarking as embedding extra information (the watermark) into a signal (medium or carrier
signal) by using its redundancies. Later on, this signal can be subject to perturbations, malicious ([2]) or not ([3]), and
depending on the goal of the watermarking, the status of the watermark should be observable, whether it can still be
extracted from the signal or if it has been broken. Concerning the information to be embedded, it can either be related
to the medium supporting it, such as inserting a hash of an image in the same image in order to attest its integrity ([4]),
or having no relation at all with it, for example to achieve secret communication ([5]) on a simple radio signal that
could be intercepted by anyone. It only depends on what goal is trying to be achieved by the watermarking process.
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Figure 1: Venn Diagram of main media able to support digital watermarking
This support medium can be almost anything, the most commonly used being images, but also videos, texts, audio files
or softwares are perfectly viable candidates for embedding. The relations between watermarking in those media are
displays in Figure 1.
This survey however, focuses on watermarks applied to video streams as carrier signals. Video streams can be viewed
from many different perspectives that bear various watermarking techniques. We will here consider the following ones:
• First, one can see it as a sequence of bits. Watermarking being useful mainly when the medium is transmitted
between entities of a network, we can also view this sequence as packets of data. Hence, this sequence (or
those packets) follows a range of protocols that will integrate some redundancies that can be exploited for
watermark embedding ([6]).
• Another view of videos is as a sequence of frames displayed one after the other at a high rate. Therefore, any
static image watermarking technique can also be applied to videos by applying it independently to the frames
of the video. The redundancies used for watermark embedding in image processing are spatial: two pixels in
the same region will usually have a higher correlation than two unrelated pixels coming from two completely
different parts of an image ([7]). Those techniques are still perfectly efficient and irreplaceable for some cases
of video processing like Real-Time Communications where the following frames are not yet known by the
system in charge of embedding the watermark.
• As long as the scene change occurs, one could also see a video as one initial static image and a multitude
of infinitesimal accumulated changes between the first frame and all the following ones. This view of video
sequence induce temporal redundancies that can be used for watermark embedding too ([8]). Indeed, as for the
pixels with image watermarking, two consecutive frames will be highly correlated images.
• Finally, a video usually contains some audio data, which imply that all audio watermarking techniques can
also be applied to video watermarking ([9]).
This paper discusses applications and techniques currently used in the field of video watermarking. In Section 2, a
general description of watermarking is provided, detailing its properties and applications. In Section 3 we present the
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Figure 2: Lifecycles of a watermark
threat model that video watermarking has to face. In Section 4, we introduce the main locations where information can
be embedded with watermarking. Section 5 especially describes how to embed the watermark when considering video
as visual objects. Finally, Section 6 develops how watermarking can be combined with other technologies to provide
stronger security.
2 Watermarking Generalities
We model a video signal as send by a user (end-point) to servers that will then redistribute it to some users. Iacovazzi
et al. [10] extract four different watermark lifecycles from this model. Those are presented in Figure 2. We detail
Iacovazzi’s model by differentiating three possible signal states that can be reached during these watermark lifecycles.
Note that the state "Watermark embedded but unused" can be replaced by the state "No watermark" in schemes that
allows complete extraction of the watermark and not only detection.
2.1 Global Scheme
Since we defined watermarking as embedding extra information into a signal, we model the scheme followed by
any watermarking, physical or digital, in five steps as shown in Figure 3. The two first phases are mandatory for
any watermarking process: the context setting phase as to embed information in a signal one needs to choose which
information and what signal, then the embedding of the watermark phase as it is the modification made to the signal
that create the watermark. Those two steps are followed by three phases that only happen under certain conditions: for
the transmission phase the embedded data needs to be shared, and the two last phases, the watermark extraction and its
utilization are executed only when the watermark is exploited. Indeed, one could use the watermarked media by just
ignoring the watermark. The first and last phases mostly depend on the application of the watermarking whereas the
three other ones define which properties (see Section 2.2) the watermarking will have. In general, the designer of a
watermark technique only has access to the embedding and extraction process to ensure the behavior the signal should
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Figure 3: Flow chart describing the general scheme of any watermarking process
follow during the transmission phase whereas the person using the technique will have to set the context and treat the
extracted data to solve his problem.
Context Setting This step is about observing the application aimed by the watermarking and deducing for it the best
way to design the process. The two most important decisions to take are the selection of the medium that will carry the
watermark and what data need to be embedded to fulfill the goal. Even though the medium might seem quite obvious,
there can be several possibilities for the same application. Video watermarking is a perfect example to demonstrate
this, as we could embed the watermark either in the audio channel or in the visual channel as in [11] where both visual
and audio channels are watermarked. Concerning the choice of the embedded data, it also directly depends on the
application. It could be for example an image, an audio signal, a text or some raw bits. Those two components are
the most important inputs of the embedding process that can work as a black box to the user. One might also need to
encrypt (or scramble) the watermark before embedding it as [12] that uses the Arnold transform to do so. This need
can come from two facts. First, the user might not want anyone that can extract the watermark to be able to interpret
it. Second, to make the watermark invisible as encryption can make it appear as a white noise with zero mean and
unit variance. The encryption can be done either by the user of the watermark scheme or by its designer during the
embedding process. In the first case the designer simply treats the extra data as raw bits.
Watermark Embedding The embedding phase can be seen as a black box, the main inputs being the signal carrier
and the data to be embedded (as previously mentioned) and output being the watermarked signal. Depending on the
technique used to embed the data, it might also output information needed for the extraction ([13] output a location map
to identify which part of the image was watermarked). We split this process in two parts: the decision of the location
where extra data are to be embedded (see Section 4) and the choice of the method used to add this data to the chosen
location (see Section 5). Another possible input is a key that can be generated at random or decided by the user to
secure the watermark. As the embedding step is the one responsible for the behavior of the signal during transmission
and the one that defines how the extracting process will have to work in order to retrieve the correct information, one
can consider it as the most important step of the all scheme.
Signal Transmission During the transmission, the signal can be altered unintentionally by natural noise or by users
editing it or relaying it. Later on, we will refer to this as natural alteration. The signal can also be modified intentionally
by malicious attackers (see Section 3). For those reasons, the scheme should be designed to minimize nature’s and
malicious attackers effects, and possibly users effects depending on the goal of the watermark.
Information Extraction In this step, the watermark is extracted from the carrier signal. However, we consider two
different meanings to information extraction:
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• Retrieving a single bit information describing watermark presence or absence in the carrier signal. The
extractor will be called binary ([14]).
• Retrieving the complete watermark extracted from the signal carrier ([15]). We define such extractor as
complete.
To achieve information extraction, one can insert additional information apart from the watermarked signal itself such
as the logo of the company claiming ownership of the data. This additional information defines the blindness of the
watermark and is generally either the original watermark, the original carrier signal before embedding, a key used for
embedding or other kind of data such as the location map mentioned in the watermark embedding paragraph (more
details in Section 2.2.3). The extraction, if executed, can be processed at least at three different stages of the watermark
lifecycle: at a middle point of the transmission (either by an attacker or by a point relaying the signal), on-the-fly by the
receiving end-point, or a posteriori. A posteriori extractions can be processed by two entities: a user trying to remove
the watermark (either illegally as an removal attack or legally as part of an access control mechanism), or the owner
trying to prove ownership of the product. We observe that in the two first locations the actors are active as their doing
might modify the behavior of the receiver’s client side, while the last one is passive as it cannot directly influence the
way the application will work.
Extracted Data Utilization Finally, the needed information has been retrieved and the last stage of our watermark
processing model is starting. If the extractor is binary, then this step is quite straightforward: the user gets a "yes" or
"no" answer to one of the those two questions: "Is there a watermark in this signal?" or "Is this watermark present in this
signal?". If the extractor is complete, then more possibilities will be available. First, the user can look at the watermark
and use it to prove ownership by comparing it to one belonging to the real owner of the signal. This utilization is the
same as when using a binary extractor. Second, the user can compare the retrieved watermark to another one in order to
determine the transformation that have been operated on the signal. It can be useful to identify tampering of the signal
for example. Third, the user can read the watermark as new information on the users that relayed the signal, which is
the technique used for network analysis. Finally, the user can use the extracted watermark to retrieve the original carrier
signal by simply computing the difference between the two signals. This is referred as "reversible watermarking" and is
the preferred approach for Access Control application of watermarking.
Another relevant technique to mention as it is a usual watermarking scheme, is dual-watermarking ([16, 17]). It
consists in embedding two watermarks using two different methods and in two different locations. This sort of scheme
can be particularly stronger than simple watermarking, but usually at the cost of increasing drastically the computational
complexity. We will later see examples of such scheme.
2.2 Properties and Evaluations
As previously mentioned, watermark system can be viewed as a black box. This black box returns some outputs
given a set of inputs. The outputs vary depending on the design of the system that can be described by its properties
([18, 19, 20]). Those properties are the how-to of the usage of this black box. The need for one property directly
depends on the use case of the watermark. The designer’s decision of which properties his/her scheme will fulfill can be
difficult, as all of them are linked together, making this decision an optimization problem of the trade-offs between
these properties.
2.2.1 Medium Fidelity (or Distortion)
We define the medium fidelity of the watermark as how noticeable the distortion on the carrier signal after the
embedding of the watermark is. In the specific case of image processing, this property is often called invisibility
whereas for other signals it is usually called undetectability. There are many measures that can be used to quantify the
medium fidelity of a watermark. Most of those measures are detailed in [21]. We here detail the most common ones:
• The Hamming Distance: it compares the raw bit streams of the original image and the watermarked image and
is defined as the number of bits that differ between them. Also defined the Hamming distortion of sequences
in [22]:
dist(X, Xˆ) =
∑
i
|Xi − Xˆi|
where Xi is the ith bit of the original signal and Xˆi is the ith bit of the watermarked signal. The higher the
distance, the more distorted the signal.
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• The Bit-Error-Rate is related to the Hamming Distance. It is given by
BER =
dist(X, Xˆ)
len(X)
and is the ratio of bits that differs by the total number of bits contained in the signal.
• The Mean Square Error is also commonly used to describe quality of predictors especially in Machine Learning
models as in [23], and is given by the following formula:
MSE =
1
n
n∑
i=0
(Xi − Xˆi)2
The MSE is generally used to assess the quality of a predictor, but can give a first idea of the "error" induced
by the watermark in the signal carrier. The higher the MSE, the more distorted the signal.
• The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio is the most common measure to quantify watermark visibility. It is directly
defined by the MSE of the signal:
PSNR = 10 · log10(
MAX2
MSE
)
. In this formula, MAX is the maximum possible value of the signal. The PSNR’s unit is the decibel. The
lower the PSNR, the more distorted the signal.
• The Correlation Coefficient will be the last quantification described here. It represents the similarity between
the original and the watermarked images and is given by [24] as
C(X, Xˆ) =
cov(X, Xˆ)√
var(X) · var(Xˆ)
where cov is the covariance between the two signals and var is the variance of the given signal. The higher
the correlation is, the more distorted the signal is.
There are a lot of other measures that can be used for distortion measurement, but those are the most commonly used
ones in the watermarking field. It is important to note that a watermark user might want a high distortion when the
watermark is embedded in order to create an Access Control system for example using reversible watermarking.
2.2.2 Watermark Fidelity (or Distortion)
The name of this property is indeed similar to the previous one, as we use it to describe how the embedded information
has been preserved during the transmission phase of the communication process. Its importance depends primarily on
whether you need to know the watermarked information for the watermark detection or not. As it deals with distortion,
all measurements of medium fidelity also allow to quantify watermark distortion. Another property linked to this one is
the recognizability, that our model as well as [21] use to quantify the ability of a binary extractor to output a correct
result bit. To measure recognizability, [25] uses four primitives:
• True Positives: number of signal decided as containing a watermark that did contain a watermark.
• True Negatives: number of signal decided as not containing a watermark that did not contain a watermark.
• False Positives: number of signal decided as containing a watermark that did not contain a watermark.
• False Negatives: number of signal decided as not containing a watermark that did contain a watermark.
From those primitives, a significant number of values that give information on the recognizability can be computed
such as the True Positive/Negative Rate, the Positive/Negative Predictive Rate, the False Positive/Negative Rate, the
False Discovery Rate, the False Omission Rate, and the Accuracy. The main way to represent those is using the Receiver
Operating Characteristics curve obtained by plotting the TPR (or Sensitivity) against the FPR (or Specificity) as shown
in Figure 4. The recognizability is observed by considering the area under the curve as explained in [26]. The closer to
the top and left borders the curve is, the more accurate the decider is, the more recognizable the watermarking scheme
is.
2.2.3 Blindness
We call blindness of a watermark the property defined by the prior information needed by the detector to retrieve the
wanted data from the carrier channel. [21] differentiate four main possibilities regarding the blindness of a watermark.
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Figure 4: Receiver Operating Characteristics, the diagonal being a completely random decider, and the blue having a
better recognizability than the red
Private Watermarking This type requires at least the original signal to be recognized as in [27]. In the case of
Network Watermarking (see Section 4.2), to determine whether a packet has been embedded by a watermark or not, the
original encapsulation and headers of the packets would be needed. This extraction mode can for example compute
the difference between the original and potentially watermarked object which should result in an estimation of the
watermark (encrypted or not). The watermark itself may or may not be needed depending on the embedding process. So
the total inputs of a private extracting process are the watermarked signal, the original signal, potentially the watermark
and potentially an encryption key. These watermarking schemes are usually quite robust. Indeed, the more information
we have about what we are looking at and for during the extraction phase, the easier it is to determine the watermark’s
presence.
Semi-private Watermarking More often called semi-blind, in such scheme the original signal is not mandatory,
but the original watermark is required ([28]). The knowledge given up decrease the robustness of the global system
following the same principle as the robustness given by a private watermarking scheme. In [29], a scheme was designed
based on spread spectrum techniques and uses two secret keys to embed the information. Both keys are needed for the
detection, but not the original bit stream.
Public Watermarking Also called Blind Watermarking, it only uses the received/watermarked signal and an infor-
mation key to detect and/or extract the watermarked signal. For example, [20] describe a scheme that uses only a
location map to retrieve the embedded information. This kind of technique requires a high level of security to transmit
the information key between the embedder and the detector as it is sufficient to extract the data.
Asymmetric Watermarking This last kind of extraction also known as Public Key Watermarking describes a system
where anyone with access to the watermarked signal can observe the embedded information, but only one person could
have embedded it and no one can remove it. It is by nature computationally more expensive as it usually relies on
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heavier cryptographic primitives. Schyndel et al. describe a watermarking scheme based on Legendre sequences in[30],
their invariance under Fourier Transform allows the author of creating such system. Other schemes can be based on
RSA cryptography such as [31] to achieve asymmetry.
Others Some other schemes exist, but they usually define themselves as a combination of some of the four previous
watermarkings such as the dual-watermarking method presented in [32], where a first asymmetric watermark is
embedded, followed by a second symmetric one.
2.2.4 Robustness
The robustness property can be defined by how difficult it is to remove the watermark from the embedded signal,
whether it is by a malicious attacker, by a non-malicious one, or by natural degradation of the signal. Three kinds of
robustness levels are usually distinguished ([18]). They all have different characteristics and can be linked to various
specific applications as we will see in Section 2.3. In many of the currently existing techniques, watermarking security
is ensured by obscurity, which is completely against Kerckhoff’s principle ([33]). For example watermarks using
techniques such as Least-Significant-Bit embedding can be easily detected, extracted and removed if the adversary is
aware of how the watermark has been embedded. This is a really important design flaw, therefore fewer and fewer
schemes use this kind of insecure methods. Robustness deals more about general signal manipulations as detailed in
Section 3.
Fragile Watermarking This level of security is the weakest of all, meaning that the embedded information can be
removed very easily. Indeed, almost any manipulation applied on the media would destroy the watermark. The goal is
to make sure that absolutely nothing altered the integrity of the signal. In [34], the author describes a fragile scheme
that allows not only to detect the location where the image has been tampered, but also to reconstruct the original image.
This is possible using the concept of self-referenced watermark described in the same article: the embedded information
is a description of the carrier image.
Semi-fragile Watermarking Related to fragile watermarking, semi-fragile techniques ensure that the signal was not
altered in a significant way such as image forgery on top of it or geometric transformations, but will still resist common
light signal modifications such as filtering or compression. If one of those light manipulations is applied, the watermark
will suffer very few changes whereas if a heavy editing of the signal is executed, the watermark will be destroyed
or significantly damaged. This is particularly important for media as the signal is usually compressed and encoded,
sometimes with losses in order to be stored and transmitted using less bandwidth. [35] proposes an example of such
watermarking system. Indeed their results show good robustness against re-compression, noise addition and frame
dropping attacks. Moreover, malicious attacks (non-content preserving) can be detected and localized in a video frame.
Robust Watermarking Finally, robust watermarking refers to schemes that embed data as securely as possible so
that it is hard to remove the watermark. The main use for this level of robustness is copyright protection as the mark
embedded by the owner should never be removed. High robustness can be achieved by various means including
embedding at low bit-rate, multiple embeddings of the same information or self-referenced watermarks. An example of
such robust watermarking scheme is [36], which implements a watermarking solution presenting good result against
important cropping, rotation, scaling as well as combined attacks such as rotation, cropping and histogram equalization
at the same time.
To evaluate the robustness, the usual strategy is to apply various kinds of attacks on an embedded signal, extract it
and evaluate the difference between the originally embedded watermark with the extracted one. A generic tool has been
developed for image watermarking since 1997 called Stirmark [37, 38]. It applies a series of random bi-linear geometric
distortions to generic images containing a watermark in order to try to damage the embedded data of a given algorithm.
2.2.5 Capacity
Also sometimes called payload, the capacity of a watermark as defined by [18] is the quantity of information that the
scheme is able to embed in the carrier signal. It is usually quantified in bits per covert signal unit. If the covert signal is
an image or a video, then the capacity is the number of bits that fit per carrier image (or frame). An important trade-off
is to be decided between capacity and medium distortion: indeed, the more bits we want to embed, the more visible the
distortion induced usually is (at least when using the same embedding technique).
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2.2.6 Time Complexity
The time complexity of a watermarking scheme can be divided into two parts: time complexity of the embedding
process and time complexity of the extracting process. Their meaning are quite straightforward: the embedding
(respectively extracting) complexity is the time that it takes to embed (respectively extract) a signal. When the
embedding is executed right before emission (and respectively extraction on reception), time complexity is particularly
important as it represents a delay. A common way to quantify the time complexity, especially for the video watermarking,
is the Bit Increased Rate (%) as defined in [20]:
BIR =
RXˆ −RX
RX
× 100
where RX is the bit-rate of the original stream and RXˆ is the bit-rate of the watermarked stream.
2.3 Applications
Applications of digital watermarking are as broad as the techniques that can be used to implement it. During our
research, five major applications stood out as the most encountered ones. These are copyright protection, tampering
identification, traffic analysis, clandestine communication and access control. These applications all use digital
watermarking to solve some of the four central concepts of information security as defined by [39]:
• Confidentiality: the information is not disclosed to unauthorized entities.
• Integrity: the information is proven to be complete and accurate as the source emitted it.
• Authentication or Non-Repudiation: the source that emitted the information prove as well as not deny having
sent it.
• Availability: the information is available when needed by the authorized entities.
The relationships between the security concepts and the main applications of watermarking are shown in Figure 5.
2.3.1 Copyright Protection
Copyright protection is the most common application of watermarking. Indeed, as seen in the introduction, proving
origin was the main reason why paper watermarks where first invented [40]. The basic idea is to embed the information
to identify the owner in the product. Then, if a product’s origin generates a controversy, the embedded information
simply has to be extracted in order to determine who the product belongs to. When the watermark is visible, the
extraction process is not necessary as the identifier is directly visible.
The application fields are many, including obviously Art, as the author of a piece, would it be a music [41], a painting
or a photography does not want his creation to be claimed by someone else [42], Geographic Information Systems as
geographical data are hard and expensive to collect [43]. The identifying information embedded can be used in court in
case of issue regarding an object’s origin under certain conditions as exposed in [44].
2.3.2 Tampering Identification
To stay in the legal field, one can also use watermarking in order to detect data tampering. For example this can be
used to detect forgeries or fake images as they are usually re-assembled parts of images. There are two main ways to
identify such tampering on a medium:
• The first one is not specific to watermarking, but is the most common method to ensure integrity: the use of a
checksum ([45]). Meaning a string of fixed length that is absolutely specific to a sequence of bits. The slightest
modification to the image would change completely the output of the checksum. Linking it to watermarking is
quite straightforward: one just has to compute the checksum and embed it robustly into the image. To verify
the integrity, the checksum is extracted and compared with the one computed from the original image. If both
differs, then the image has been tampered. [46] proposes such method especially applied to the medical field
where the checksum of most important zone of the image (Region Of Interest) is embedded in the rest of the
image. The positive side of the technique is that it only requires a low watermarking capacity as checksums
are digest of the global images, the counterpart is that one can only notice that the image was modified, but not
where nor how.
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Figure 5: Graph of watermarking applications and the fields they can be applied to
• The second technique specifically uses the properties of watermarking as it relies on a low robustness of the
watermark. If the image is modified, so is the watermark. Using this principle, one can not only observe that
the image has indeed been modified, but also where it has been tampered. The original carrier signal can then
sometimes be recovered. For example if the watermark was a self-referenced one as in [34].
As we saw, tampering identification has applications in the medical domain, but also in justice where the integrity of
images used in court is essential, in military as intelligence has to certify that, for example, pictures used for strategic
decision have not by compromised. Journalism can also use this application as it is also a reporter’s job to ensure the
veracity of his images.
2.3.3 Clandestine Communication
Clandestine communication using digital watermarks is known as Steganography. Steganography can be considered
as a sub-domain of watermarking, since its goal is to embed a secret message into a covert medium. The goal of
steganography is often described by the Prisoner’s Problem [47]. This problem describes a situation in which two
prisoners must find a way to communicate secretly together in full view of the warden. The main difference with usual
watermarking is the importance of the secrecy of message embedded. Steganography usually does not give importance
to the covert medium as long as it safely protects the message, we say that steganography is watermark-oriented.
The three most relevant properties of a steganographic system are a high capacity, a high undetectability and a low
watermark distortion. From this definition, we define watermarking focused on the medium as carrier signal-oriented
which relies on a high robustness, blindness of the extraction and a high medium fidelity.
There are many reasons to develop clandestine ways of communicating. In the military and intelligence fields, it is
very important to be able to communicate between two points, keeping not only the content of the discussion secret
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to the enemy, but also the presence and location of the two entities communicating. The same reasons can motivate
journalists or whistle-blowers to use clandestine communication in order to avoid censorship control. An example of
technology designed specifically to circumvent censorship is [48], where the Message-In-A-Bottle protocol is defined
in order to establish first contact between two entities through photos included in blog posts so that they can then start a
secure communication.
Another application of watermarking that can be considered as clandestine communication is data exfiltration. A
well known cyber-attack model is the Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) [49]. The model decompose the attack into
several stages, the last one being data exfiltration that aims at retrieving the information extracted for the target computer
network. Indeed, some security mechanisms are usually in place to prevent such exfiltration, using steganography is a
solution to bypass those security mechanisms as in [10].
2.3.4 Traffic Analysis
As a goal of images and videos is to relay information, these data are usually transmitted. Transmitting data generates
traffic and flows that can be analyzed in order to monitor and enhance control and security over the resulting network.
Watermarking is one of the technology that allows such traffic analysis. For example, to break anonymity on network
traffic, a unique identifier can be assigned to each entity of the network. These ids being automatically embedded
as watermarks into the transmitted packets. This application is a part of the fingerprinting technology [50]. One can
also automatically detect previously embedded watermark to monitor broadcast of a commercial or a movie. The
implementation of traffic analysis using watermarking gives access to an extremely wide variety of tools such as unusual
traffic detection, geographical prediction, network design decision making and more as detailed in [10].
2.3.5 Access Control
The last presented application of digital watermarking is Access Control. Part of this application is included in the
previous description of clandestine communication, as hiding a signal in a radio transmission, for example, restrain
access to this information to those unaware of its presence. Access control can also be guaranteed by the implementation
of a software client side which blocks a media if it contains (or not) a certain watermark. More information on this
application can be found in [51]. The domains where such access control is used include TV broadcasting, access to
medical information, or network design.
3 Threat Models
Through its lifecycle, the watermarked signal is subject to various degradations [52]. Those can either be legitimate
(voluntary or not) or malicious (performed by a third party behaving in an unexpected and unwanted manner regarding
the signal). We consider that video data at rest on the sending end-point before watermarking are safe as threats in this
phase do not rely on security of the watermarking scheme.
3.1 Legitimate Threats
3.1.1 Natural
These degradations are due to two causes: 1) being subject to physical laws and 2) being part of a network. Even
when data is transmitted by physical link, the signal is never exactly identical on both ends.
Physical causes The first kind of natural deteriorations happens because no link is ideal and perfectly isolated: it is
subject to external effects that can possibly create three different threats to watermarking schemes:
• Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN): A common effect of transmission is the presence of random noise
added to the signal. Those can damage bits carrying watermarked information.
• Signal attenuation: Also known as signal damping, the amplitude of an analog signal transmitted tends to see
its magnitude decrease which can make the watermark harder and harder to detect, especially when it is using
techniques such as LSB (see Section 5.1).
• Interferences: Especially present in wireless communications, interferences refer to the effect other signals
having a bandwidth overlapping with our can have on the transmitted data. It usually manifests itself as a
distortion of the transmitted media at the bit level.
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Network causes Being part of a network is not without consequences: in order for the transmission to be successful,
the signal usually passes by multiple nodes of the network before reaching its destination. There are three main
consequences that can affect the watermark:
• Packet Loss: The nodes of a network use a given protocol to forward a packet. For various reasons, packets
can be dropped by this protocol [53]: whether it is because a buffer was already full when it received a packet,
or because it was identified as not fit to be transmitted. Losing a packet can be harmless for certain kinds of
watermarking, especially if the protocol used allows packets retransmission, but it can also break a watermark
scheme if for example, it relies on timing channels for the embedding. Note that this kind of threat can also be
voluntary and malicious if the attacker randomly drop packets or frames in order to destroy a watermark.
• (Re-)Compression: An important part of signal transmission is compression, the more the signal can be
compressed, the faster data can transmitted [54]. But this compression can be lossy and discard information
considered as irrelevant. However, some watermarking scheme rely on that very same information for
embedding.
• Transcoding: As all nodes of a network do not have the same configuration, packets might have to change
their format at some layers during the transmission in order to be forwarded correctly as explained in [55]. But
like for compression, only relevant information will be mapped to the new format. In storage channel-based
network watermarking schemes, the locations chosen to carry the watermark have to be decided accordingly.
3.1.2 Voluntary
These threats represent the tools available to the user of the signal to make it compliant with the goal he is trying to
achieve. There are two main families of such manipulations:
• Geometric manipulations: Also sometimes called RST manipulations, they include Rotation, Scaling and
Translation. These operations often used by the signal user have the potential to destroy an embedded
watermark and should be taken into account when designing of the scheme.
• Signal enhancements: This type of operation consider attempts of the user to improve the quality of the signal
(for example an image) often by applying filters to it. As mentioned before, noise might have been added to
the signal during transmission. An enhancement can therefore be to remove that noise, a process also called
de-noising. In [56], the authors develop a technique to remove rain from pictures using deep neural networks
using such enhancement manipulations.
3.2 Malicious threats
A type of attack is often used as a primitive and derived into many others attacks: watermark estimation. There are
two main ways to estimate a watermark:
• Chosen signal attack: a known signal is being watermarked by the system of which we want to estimate the
watermark. The study of the differences between the two signals allows to determine an estimated watermark.
This technique has been implemented for network flow watermarking in [57]. However, it is also possible
to design it for media watermarking. A blind version of this attack exists. It relies on removal attacks to get
an estimated version of the original medium then used to estimate the watermark. This technique is very
approximate and shows very poor results but can be enhanced by having prior knowledge of the signal’s
statistics.
• Multi-signals attack: the watermark is estimated using many different signals embedded with the same
watermark and the same parameters as described in [58]. To counter this attack, a common technique is
to slightly modify the watermark embedded at each insertion (for example using a small rotation on the
watermark). It is also one variant of a collusion attack that will be mentioned later in this section.
3.2.1 Embedding (or Protocol) attacks
This kind of attack aims to induce a false watermark detection. The three principal embedding attacks are:
• Copy attack: This is an example of an attack directly derived from watermark estimation. The goal is to predict
the watermark of a given signal, then to copy this estimation on a non-embedded signal. Such technique is, for
example, described in [59].
• Ambiguity attack: The idea of this attack as presented in [60] is to create an ambiguity on the watermark
extracted. Indeed, one possibility is to implement a detector that can extract a fake watermark that was
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not embedded from the same signal, which leads to the definition of non-inversibility. A property meaning
that one can not prove through extraction that a watermark is present in a non-watermarked image. More
specifications and techniques to achieve non-invertibility are given in [61]. Another possibility is to embed
multiple watermarks in the signal, then claim that the original watermark is yours, or that one watermark is not
more legitimate than another. Some counter-measures to this threat are presented in [62].
• Rewatermarking attack: In the case where a fragile watermark is embedded to ensure integrity of an image,
an attacker can estimate the watermark, modify the medium as he/she will, then re-embed the watermark to
fool the detector that will believe the medium has not been tampered with given that the watermark is indeed
detected [63, 62].
3.2.2 Detection attacks
This second category of threats focus on enabling a party to detect a watermark embedding even though it was not
supposed to. For obvious reasons, this technique is not studied for visible watermarks as anyone can immediately detect
such watermarks. A detection attack scheme can also include an embedding phase: this is a widely used technique
for desanonymization of network flows. [64] presents an example of such scheme where a first attacker embeds a
watermark in the signal close to the sender. Then, an accomplice of him/her will know the origin of the signal if he/she
detects the watermark somewhere else in the network.
• Correlation-based attack: Many variants of this attack are possible depending on the assumptions made. If the
attacker already knows the watermark that is suspected to be embedded, he can simply compute the correlation
between the signal (or blocks) and the watermark. If the watermark is indeed embedded, the attacker might
observe a peak in the correlation. A form of this attack and a response to it is given in [65]. A variant of this
attack scheme for network flows explained in [66] uses Mean-Square Auto-Correlation to detect watermarks
embedded on Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (see Section 4.2.1) in order to break desanonymization scheme
as the one described above.
• Timing analysis attack: This type of attack is more specific to network flow watermarking, and especially
timing channel-based watermarking (see Section 4.2.3). It consists of observing the rates of packets and
evaluating the timing shape, entropy and regularity of the packets arrival in order to detect patterns in the
traffic. Those evaluations and detection methods are described in [67, 68].
• Deep Packet Inspection attack: DPI is a technique that examine packets in detail before relaying them. It is
generally used as a firewall technique, but one could also use it to observe patterns in transmitted packets to
identify watermarks embedded using storage or application-protocol channels (see Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.4).
3.2.3 Removal attacks
The most common kind of attack however, aim at destroying the watermark embedded in a signal so that this signal
can be used freely without being detected as copyrighted for example. Watermark removal attacks often work as a
combination of other attacks: first the watermark is detected, then estimated so that it can finally be removed. Many
different schemes have been developed to remove watermarks:
• Pathological distortion attack: Being the most basic removal attack, pathological distortion attack simply
applies signal processing operations that maintain the fidelity of the embedded medium to remove the
watermark. Generally, those distortions can be either linear filtering, noise removal, noise addition, geometric
or temporal manipulations.
• Collusion attack: This scheme of attack has two main forms, the first one has been explained in the watermark
estimation part, the second one is more focused on estimating the medium based on multiple copies of this
medium embedded with different watermarks.[69] describes for example how multiple malicious clients
receiving the same media embedded with personalized watermark can collaborate to remove this watermark
and retrieve the original media.
• Oracle attack: The basic idea of this threat relies on the assumption that the attacker has at his/her disposal an
oracle that can identify whether a watermark is embedded in the signal or not. A detection attack scheme can
be used to implement such oracle for example. Once the attacker has this oracle, he/she iteratively apply small
modifications to the signal and passes it through the oracle until the watermark is not recognized anymore.
Recently, such techniques have been combined with machine learning to improve their efficiency ([70, 71]).
Again, two variants of this attack exist: one based on sensitivity analysis where a binary oracle detects how
the modifications influenced the detection ([72]), and one based on gradient descent relies on an optimization
model using statistics of the detection to converge to the original signal as in [73].
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• Desynchronization attack: Even through this attack is not really about "removing" or "destroying" the
watermark, it fits in this category as it consists of creating synchronization errors between the watermark
embedder and extractor, preventing the detector to identify correctly the watermark. [74] gives example of
such attacks and methods to counter those threats.
• Mosaic attack: In the case where a detector is implemented in a server C between two clients A and B. The
mosaic attack’s goal is to send a watermarked media from A to B through C without its watermark to be
identified by the detector. To do so, A divides the media (perhaps an image) into blocks and transmits those
blocks independently to B. As each block will only contain a fraction of the watermark, it will not be detected.
This attack scheme is explained in [75]. It is also sometimes categorized as a system attack along with pixel
scrambling ([76]) which randomly switches neighboring pixel values to destroy watermarks.
3.2.4 Cryptographic attacks
This last type of attack aims at breaking the cryptographic system on which the watermarking scheme relies [77]. It
means acquiring a complete knowledge of the protocol and the inputs used for embedding and extraction. This gives to
the attacker total control on the watermarking scheme. He/She can either embed new watermarks, remove existing ones
or detect old ones. The simplest method to achieve this is to use brute-force in order to get all the correct parameters
such as embedding keys. However, those attacks usually have an extremely high computational cost which makes them
impracticable.
4 Embedding Location Selection
Watermarking can be achieved at three different levels: the visual level (including static image and sequenced
frames), the sound level or the packet level. Even though all of them represent valid potential watermarking media,
their implementations and resulting properties are very different. We will not talk about audio watermarking in videos
as these techniques provide a very low capacity without any major benefit. One would almost always rather embed
the watermark at the visual or packet level. Moreover, audio is not a mandatory feature of videos. For both visual and
packet level embedding, the watermark can be inserted in various locations that will be detailed below.
4.1 Videos as visual objects and The Human Visual System
To embed a watermark in a frame, the usual scheme is to break the images into blocks, select which blocks are to be
embedded, embed them, then reassemble them all together to re-form the image. This section focuses on the selection
of the blocks to embed.
The Human Visual System (HVS) is a model describing the capacities and limits of the human sensory system ([78]).
By its study, many researches have defined optimized locations for embedding so that the watermark will affect as little
as possible the quality of the image to the human eye. Note that compression algorithms often induce losses in the same
regions for similar reasons: after decompression, the human eye is less likely to detect those losses.
For the embedding location decision process, the features described below can be combined at will in order to select
the degree of imperceptibility wanted. However, each feature taken into account usually increases the computational
cost and decreases the embedding capacity. The two extremes being to embed every block with only few data and to
embed only blocks corresponding to every criteria of the HVS.
4.1.1 Color Sensitivity
To represent an image, a common method is to decompose the frame into three planes: red, blue and green. This
representation is called the RGB standard ([79]). As described in [80], the color sensors of the human eye are divided
into those sensitive to red, representing 65% of them, those sensitive to green, representing 33% of them and only 2
remaining percents are sensitive to the blue color. For this reason, watermarking the blue plane (or channel) induces a
better imperceptibility to the HVS. Many watermarking techniques rely on this fact and select blocks only in the blue
plane for embedding ([80, 81, 82]).
4.1.2 Luminance Sensitivity
Another representation of images called YUV or YCrCb defines a color using three channels: the Y component,
being the brightness (or luma) and the U and the V components define the chrominance of the color. [83], as many other
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researches, states that the eye is also less sensitive to the noise caused by the embedding if it is located in regions with
high brightness. Which explains another popular location for watermark embedding: blocks having a Y component
with a high value as the scheme described in [84, 85, 86, 87].
4.1.3 Texture Sensitivity
The most exploited characteristic of the HVS, however, is its sensitivity to texture. Indeed, the eye is less sensitive to
changes in very detailed regions. Therefore, it is preferred to embed a watermark in textured and edge regions instead of
plain ones. To identify blocks highly textured, each block is transformed into the frequency domain using a transform
such as the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). In such a domain, blocks having high frequency coefficients will reflect
texture regions containing a lot of details ([88, 81]). Another technique to detect highly textured blocks is to count the
number of non-zero (or NNZ) frequency coefficients in the block ([35, 89, 20]). The largest this number, the more this
block represents a detailed area. The human eye will hardly notice changes in such regions. Hence this is a widely used
embedding location.
4.1.4 Motion Sensitivity
Another feature of the HVS useful for watermarking purposes is the motion sensitivity: the eye has difficulties to
detect changes occurring in moving blocks [90]. Moreover, embedding a watermark without considering motion might
cause temporal flicker of the image. This feature separate video watermarking from image watermarking. Blocks from
a given frame are compared with blocks of previous frames to extract motion information. As described in [91], one
can use computations to obtain the Normalized Motion Activity value of a block. The higher the NMA, the more the
block is moving. Hence preferred embedding blocks have high NMA values. One can also compute the Motion Vector
of a block as in [20, 13] to estimate the movement of a block as a vector and embed the watermark in blocks having
their motion vector’s norm higher than a configured threshold.
4.1.5 Watermarking and encoding
To introduce this type of watermarking, it is necessary to explain few concepts of video encoding and compression
detailed in [92]. The first of them being inter-prediction. The idea is to represent the video not as a sequence of frames,
but as a sequence of Groups of Picture (GOP). A GOP can be composed of:
• I-frames: Standing for Intra-coded frame, it is the first frame of a GOP and is completely independent of other
frames.
• P-frames: Standing for Predictive coded frame, it defines itself as differences between the frame it represents
and a previous one (either I or P).
• B-frames: Standing for Bipredictive coded frame, it uses its relationship with a previous and a future frame to
describe itself.
Many watermarking schemes use this concept in their embedding location decision process. Some choose to
embed only in I-frames as they contain more information then P or B frames inducing a larger capacity for similar
imperceptibility and robustness such as [93, 13, 89, 35, 94]. But as P and B frames use the I-frames (sometimes
indirectly) to describe their frames, distortion such as the watermark applied on I-frames propagates to P and B frames
damaging the quality of the video. Because of this, other schemes decided to embed only P-frames ([20]). Finally,
some decide to embed all frames but B-frames as they have an embedding capacity so small that the trade-off with the
computational complexity is not worth it [95].
The second concept is scalability as introduced by the SVC codec extension [96]: "the removal of parts of the video
bit stream in order to adapt it to the various needs or preferences of end users as well as to varying terminal capabilities
or network conditions". Three kinds of scalability are available with SVC:
• Temporal Scalability: To adapt a data flow to the constraints, frames are spread into n hierarchical levels. The
transmission’s frame rate is then adapted accordingly to the capabilities of the system by dropping all frames
above a given layer. This way when the user’s available throughput increases, he/she accepts more frames, and
hence, increases his frame rate.
• Spatial Resolution Scalability: In the coded bitstream, multiple resolutions of the same frame are present.
From the base image, copies of various resolutions are computed using decimation ([97]). When the receiver
decodes the bitstream, he/she drops all copies but the one he/she can afford to process.
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• Quality Scalability: This last type of scalability is slightly similar to the spatial one. As codecs all have a
quantization step, quality scalability create copies of the frame with the same size processed with increasing
quantization factors.
We characterize a watermark as scalability resistant if it can be detected no matter how the system adapted the
transmission due to scalable compression. To achieve this, [86] embeds in the layer 0 of the temporal scale so that if
all but one layer are dropped, as it will be layer 0, the watermark will still be there. For spatial scalability, all layers
need to be able to detect the watermark. Finally, for quality scalability, the watermark simply needs to be resistant to
quantization in order to be embedded in each copy.
Some other schemes define themselves as "scalable watermark". The idea is to embed the watermark in such manner
that the quality of the retrieved watermark also depends on the system’s capabilities. In this scope, a technique used in
[99] and [98] is to downsample the watermark and embed it in specific DWT coefficients at various locations as shown
in the flowchart of Figure 4.1.5.
4.2 Video as data or Network Watermarking
We now consider that the video we are watermarking not as a stream of frames, but a stream of bits aggregated in
packets of data. Those packets are then encapsulated by headers through the multiple protocol layers of TCP/IP [100]
(Figure 7). Network watermarking relies on these protocols to embed its watermark. There are two major advantages to
using this kind of watermarking: 1) it can be used on any kind of media (text, video, image, audio,. . . ) and 2) it does
not affect at all the content and quality of the media.
4.2.1 Physical Layer embedding
At the physical layer, the data bitstream aggregated in bit frames (unrelated to image frames) is passed between nodes
of the network before being transmitted as a signal. This signal can be used for embedding by slightly spreading its
frequency spectrum so that this embedding actually appears as white noise since they often rely on PseudoNoise codes.
Such watermarking schemes, described for example in [101, 102] are referred as Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
watermarking (or DSSS watermarking).
4.2.2 Storage Channels
TCP and IP headers are composed of multiple fields as presented in Figure 8. Those fields contain some redundancies
that can be directly exploited in order to embed a watermark. This kind of network watermarking is known as storage
channel-based watermarking, as they exploit unused fields to store the watermark information. In [103] for example, the
authors manage to store one bit per datagram by modifying the 3-bits flag field of the IP header. In [104], the modified
field is the Time To Live, using the fact that two IP datagrams from the same origin going to the same destination
usually have about the same arriving TTL value. [105] embeds the watermark in the TCP Sequence Numbers: by
modifying the size of the segment, the author can decide the value by which the SN will have increased by the end
of the transmission and use it to embed his watermark. A lot of other possibilities allow the embedding of extra data,
[106] describe some other possible schemes such as checksum or packet length alterations.
4.2.3 Timing Channels
Watermarking using timing as the carrier signal is another kind of network watermarking which has the convenience of
being quite difficult to detect [107]. Therefore, it is a good solution if the watermarking is used for secret communication.
Moreover, another extremely important advantage is that the embedder and detector do not even have to analyze the
content of the headers nor the payload of the transmitted bit frames. It can for example be done by routers relaying
the frames between two end-points. However, their undetectability has a cost paid as delays. Indeed, timing channel
watermarking uses such delays to embed the information. Various methods allow such embedding. The one the
most common in literature due to its simplicity is to alter the Inter Packet Delay (IPD) for the watermark insertion
([108, 10, 109]). But other techniques such as exploiting TCP segment temporal bursts as in [110] also exist.
4.2.4 Application-Protocol Channels
The application layer is the layer with the largest amount of possible protocols such as FTP, SMTP, DNS, HTTP, SSH,
RTP, and countless others [111]. The choice of this protocol directly depends on the use of the packet: IMAP and POP
are protocols commonly used for mail applications, Tor for anonymity network, RTP for real-time communications and
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Figure 6: Scheme for scalable watermarking defined in [98]
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Figure 7: Layers of the TCP/IP protocol stack
so on. These protocols have the possibility to add an optional header to the transmitted packet, which is the embedding
location of AP channel-based schemes.
[112] developed a system for the SSH protocol that generates MAC-like messages by simulating randomness through
cryptography and replaces the MAC of the original message by the encrypted embedded message, he uses a secret field
to notify the receiver that this packet’s MAC is to be interpreted as a message so that it will be able to extract the hidden
data, recompute the original MAC, and restore it in the SSH header. In [113], the author embeds the message in the
number of consecutive spaces included in the headers of HTTP/1.x packets. This method relies on the fact that HTTP/1
does not limit the size of the URI in the request. Regarding RTP, [114] describes various ways to embed steganographic
information in RTP packets, either by using the unused fields of the header or by altering the RTP security mechanisms
of encryption and authentication. Multiple locations are possible for almost any application protocol.
5 Embedding Methods for Media Watermarking
In the case in which we consider the video to be a visual object, we have previously defined which blocks are to be
embedded by the watermarking process. We now discuss the various ways those blocks can store the extra information.
5.1 Spatial Domain
5.1.1 Least Significant Bit embedding
Least Significant Bit is an embedding method for spatial domain watermarking quite present in the literature. The
color of a given pixel can be represented by a binary number as a sequence of bits. In most cases, the value of the LSB
of the pixels is considered irrelevant to the visual rendering of the image. Therefore, each pixel of the image can carry
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Figure 8: Headers of the TCP/IP protocols
at least one bit of extra information without creating a noticeable difference, which can be really convenient to embed
for example a binary image or just a binary sequence representing the embedded data. [115] shows an example of the
simplest implementation of this scheme of 8-bits gray scale watermark embedding on a 8-bits gray scale covert image.
An example of a more advanced scheme is [116] where a watermark is embedded in selected blocks of the Y channel of
the image represented by a 8-bit integer. However, the robustness of this scheme is extremely low as the LSB are often
the first modified when manipulations are applied on the image. Therefore, it is rarely used by recent implementations.
5.1.2 Linear Mask embedding
A more robust approach is to adapt the strength of the watermark to the pixel embedded depending on a mask
specifying areas where the HVS is less sensitive to changes. From the embedding location defined in the previous
section, we create a mask that will define the strength of the watermark. Such method is explained in [117] where the
final value of the pixel i of frame f is
y
′(f)
i = y
(f)
i + s
(f)
i mi
where y(f)i is the original value of the pixel i of frame f , s
(f)
i is the strength mask of the watermark at pixel i of frame f ,
and mi is the bit i of the watermark pattern to embed. For detection, the author averages all frames. As the watermark is
here the same in all frames, the content will disappear whereas the watermark will stand out. The mask can be constant,
usually with value one like in the first method proposed in [118], or computed, as in [119, 120].
5.2 Frequency Domain
As seen in Section 4.1, blocks of the frames are often transformed into the frequency domain in order to detect
those in which the changes are less susceptible to affect the quality of the image, but it is also possible to embed the
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Figure 9: Discrete Cosine Transform of a 8x8 block
watermark directly in this domain. The principal advantage being a high gain of robustness [13]. Many transforms are
possible and most will be presented here along with the embedding strategies they offer.
5.2.1 Discrete Cosine Transform Domain
DCT is one of the most used transforms for watermarking in the frequency domain. As precised in [121], the result of
applying a DCT transform to a 8x8 block is a block of the same size composed of one Direct Current (DC) coefficient
representing the average color of the region, located in the upper left corner of the block and usually much larger than
the 63 other coefficients called Alternating Current (AC) coefficients representing the color changes within the block.
The AC coefficients are positioned so that the low-frequency coefficients are closer to the DC coefficient and the high
frequency ones further in a zig-zag manner. Because of such display, many of the down right corner coefficients have a
zero-value. An example of a DCT transformed block is visible in Figure 9.
The watermark information can be embedded in any of those coefficients. As explained in [122], if we embed
the information in high-frequency coefficients, the changes will not affect as much the quality of the image as if we
modify the low-frequency ones. However, there is a very important trade-off happening: the lower the frequency
range of the embedded coefficients, the more robust the watermark will be against various attacks including noise,
compression, filtering and others. Indeed, during compression, the high-frequency regions are generally modified by
the quantization step ([123]). Moreover, limiting the coefficients to embed by their frequency also limit the capacity of
the watermark: the less restrictive the conditions for a coefficient to be embedded are, the more slots will be available
for embedding. Because of these trade-offs algorithms have been about equally developed for all AC coefficients, here
are some examples:
• Low-frequency: In [81], the embedded coefficients are the nth lowest where n depends whether the block
belong to a I-frame or a P-frame. [20] chooses to embed in the two lowest frequency coefficients after
quantization to minimize synchronization error and the degradation of the image quality and BIR. In [124] the
five lowest frequency coefficients are used for good robustness.
• Mid-frequency: [84] uses 3D-DCT using time as the third dimension and embeds the watermark in some
mid-range frequency coefficients whose positions represent a part of the extraction key. [125] and [122] decide
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to embed the information in a continuous mid-frequency range of non-zero coefficients to balance robustness
and transparency.
• High-frequency: [89] inserts the watermark in the highest frequency non-zero AC coefficients, but do so after
quantization of the DCT block, this way, it will still be robust enough even in the high frequency range. In
[13], the DC coefficient along with three AC coefficients at position (4;0), (0;4) and (4;4), which are usually in
the high to mid-range frequency are selected for embedding.
Other possibilities are for example: [93] that simply embeds all non-zero AC coefficients of the selected macro-blocks.
Or [94], who defines a threshold value T (α) to describe this trade-off. This threshold can either be optimized using
compressed sensing theory or chosen manually by the user specifically for his application.
The watermark implementations relying on alteration of the DC coefficients usually induce a low capacity and a
poor transparency, therefore, they are rarer but still exist. [126] discusses the use of such coefficients for watermarking
and [127, 128] implement such scheme. Moreover, [129, 130] developed models where the watermark was inserted in
both DC and some AC coefficients. Those methods always present themselves as very robust against signal processing
operation such as compression, but suffer a lot from image degradation.
The last feature of the embedding left to define is how these selected coefficients are altered to store the watermark
bit sequence. Three main strategies are adopted:
• Magnitude threshold: To embed a ’1’, the coefficient is set higher than a threshold value, usually by adding
a constant or variable value to the original coefficient. Similarly, to embed a ’0’ (or a ’-1’ depending on the
form of the watermark signal), the coefficient is set under the threshold ([124, 93, 122]). A special case of this
strategy is to set the threshold to 0, meaning that the sign of the coefficient defines the watermark such as in
[131, 132].
• Magnitude parity: Another method is to modify the coefficient by rounding it up (or down) to the closest even
integer to represent ’0’ and to the closest odd integer to embed a ’1’ like in [129].
• Coefficients relationships: [20, 13] propose to use the relationship between two coefficients, meaning that the
watermark bit is embedded in coefficients C0 and C1. To embed ’0’, C1 is increased until it is higher than C0
and it is decreased under C0 to embed ’1’. As two coefficients are needed for one watermarked bit, the capacity
is smaller, but the watermarked signal usually shows less distortion and a better robustness than magnitude
threshold embedding. A special case of coefficients relationship explained in [133] uses the relationships of the
five highest frequency AC coefficients with estimations of them made from the surrounding DC coefficients.
Moreover, the author decides to embed one bit-plane of the full watermark by scene of the video sequence.
Number of Non-Zero (NNZ) coefficients is a last well used method consisting of changing zero or close-to-zero
coefficients in order to embed the watermark. This NNZ value can be used as a coefficient in order to embed one bit per
block. The same three strategies than for DC or AC coefficients are possible. [91], for example, uses NNZ coefficients
relationships to watermark a signal using two blocks for one bit. The result obviously have a very low complexity, but
shows a great deal of robustness.
5.2.2 Discrete Sine Transform Domain
DST is a transform similar to DCT, with the exception of the fact that the common block size is 4x4 [35], it does
not include a DC coefficient representing the average value of the block and the other coefficients are not ordered
in a specific manner. The texture analysis of DST relies on the NNZ DST coefficients. [134] tries to reduce the
intra-prediction drift by embedding the watermark as an error matrix ∆4×4 in DST blocks in order to choose the parity
of three coefficients of the block. [35] also uses another value: the number of coefficients with absolute value greater
than one called ABGR1 to make the watermark robust: only blocks with ABGR1 greater than a threshold α are selected.
The NNZ and ABGR1 can be modified using the same strategies than DCT coefficients.
5.2.3 Discrete Wavelet Transform Domain
The DWT transform is, along with DCT, the other most used transform for watermark embedding in the frequency
domain. However, techniques using DWT are often hybrids with another kind of transform. Some will be explained in
Section 5.2.6.
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Figure 10: Level 2 Discrete Wavelet Transform of an image
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Figure 11: Representation of the magnitudes and phases of a Discrete Fourier Transform of an image
DWT is a lossless transform. As explained in [135], in DWT, the matrix representing the image is decomposed
in two halves. The first one represents the average coefficients of the image and the second one stores the details
coefficients. For image processing, 2D-DWT is widely used. It consists of a DWT decomposing the image in two
vertical halves followed by another DWT decomposing the resulting halves in two horizontal halves each. So the result
is four sub-bands named after the vertical and horizontal resolution: the Low-Low (LL) sub-band in the upper left
corner that represents the average of the image and the three others describe the details of the images, the High-Low
(HL), the Low-High (LH) and the High-High (HH) sub-bands. Such transform can be applied multiple times called
"levels" on the same image resulting in a recursive representation of the frame as shown in Figure 10 which shows
an example of a level 2 DWT. As in the DCT domain, the closer of the upper left corner a sub-band is, the lower its
frequency is, the more changes induce degradation to the carrier image and the more robust the resulting watermarking
is.
The main strategy used for embedding is magnitude threshold of selected sub-bands coefficients. In [82, 136], a level
3 DWT is applied on the blue channel of the image and coefficients of high frequency sub-bands are embedded until the
whole watermark is inserted. This method results in a very large capacity.The resulting robustness is relatively poor,
except against frame dropping, as the watermark is fully embedded in each frame.
5.2.4 Discrete Fourier Transform Domain
Applying a Fourier Transform on a matrix decompose it into DFT coefficients represented by a magnitude and a
phase [121]. When processing images, unlike DCT and DST, we usually apply the DFT on the complete image instead
of on a non-overlapping block decomposition of the image. Phase and magnitude of the DFT coefficients of an image
are represented in Figure 11. Even though both magnitude and phase are usable, image processing usually only alter the
magnitude of the coefficients. Indeed, the magnitude yields much more information about the spatial structure of the
image. As in the DCT domain, a DC coefficient representing the average brightness located at the center of the block,
and as we go further from the center, the frequencies of the coefficients increase. In order to improve the computational
complexity of system using such transform, the Fast Fourier Transform can be used instead of the regular one.
As in the previously described transforms, the higher the frequencies of the modified coefficients are, the less distortion
is generated in the watermarked image. [137] proposes a scheme embedding a signal in the first K coefficients of an
image. [138] skips the first L coefficients and embeds the next M ones to moderate the resulting distortion. [139] uses
both the magnitude and the phase for insertion: the strength of the watermark embedded in the magnitude directly
depends of the phase of the coefficients.
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More original watermarking schemes exists using DFT or variants of DFT such as [140] that combines 1-D DFT
with Radon transform to embed a fence-shaped watermark into the frames with the highest temporal frequencies.
[141] uses 3D-DFT with time as a third dimension to embed the watermark in the mid-band frequencies and obtain a
compromise between visibility and robustness to lossy compression. Finally, [142] develops a watermarking scheme in
the quaternion Fourier transform domain that uses complex numbers theory for embedding.
5.2.5 Singular Value Decomposition
If SVD is not actually in the frequency domain, it allows to represent the image in a non spatial manner and some
watermarking schemes exploit this particularity, hence its presence in this section.
In SVD for image processing [143], a square image I represented as a n× n matrix is decomposed as I = USV H
where S is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values of I that can be modified for watermark embedding. For
example, [144] describes a scheme where the matrix S + αW (where W is the watermark matrix and α the strength of
the watermark) is decomposed into UWSWV HW and the watermarked image AW is obtained with AW = USWV
H . An
interesting property of such embedding is its non-inversibility that we mentioned in the definition of ambiguity attacks.
The watermark can however also be embedded in the U and V matrix of the decomposition as presented in [145]. An
important counter effect of SVD embedding is that the watermark signal is usually retrieved with a relatively high
distortion.
5.2.6 Hybrid Domains
More recently, many schemes combined previously described techniques to implement hybrid domain watermarking
schemes. Most of those schemes use DWT, SVD and/or DCT. However, for most of those schemes, the computational
complexity is drastically increased as these transforms are computationally heavy and multiple transformations are used
in those methods.
In DWT-SVD, a DWT is applied to the image, then a SVD embedding is executed on some of the resulting sub-bands.
When [88] decides to embed only the HH sub-band for better transparency, [146] embeds all four sub-bands to achieve
better robustness and watermark fidelity.
For DWT-DCT embedding, some schemes such as [147] use a DCT embedding in the mid-range frequency coeffi-
cients of one or multiple DWT sub-bands. Some others like [148] apply a DWT embedding in all four sub-bands of a
DCT transformed image. In another kind of DWT-DCT watermarking described in [149, 150], the DCT coefficients of
the watermark are embedded into the DWT coefficients of the carrier signal in an attempt to increase the robustness of
the algorithm.
Finally, some schemes such as [151] even combine the three transforms: first a level 3 DWT is applied, then a DCT
on the LH1, then a SVD embedding on the S component of the resulting coefficients.
5.2.7 Other Domains
The number of transforms that can be used for image processing in very important. Therefore, they can not all be
described, but we can however mention some others:
• the Slantlet Transform: It is considered as an extension of the DWT and similarly generates four frequency
sub-bands. [152] is an example of watermarking is this domain where mid-range frequencies are embedded
using the magnitude threshold strategy. Also [153] embeds its watermark in the HL and LH sub-bands by
altering coefficients relationships. The two coefficients used are the values of the same pixel in the mentioned
sub-bands.
• The Shearlet Transform: Its particularity is that it describes an image using multiple directions of its singulari-
ties. Such transform is explained in more details and used for watermarking in [154] combined with statistical
decision theory.
• The Contourlet Transform: Based on similar principles as the Shearlet transform, it is used by [155] to embed
a watermark in the low-frequency sub-band in order to be robust against geometric attacks.
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5.2.8 Motion domain
In the case of a video, as previously said, the motion vector can be used to select the embedding blocks, however,
this motion vector can also be used as embedding material: [90] uses the phase angle of the motion vector to insert the
watermark information.
6 Watermarking and other technologies
Some technologies have been combined with digital watermarking in attempts to enhance the security, the robustness,
the imperceptibility and to adapt watermarking to new fields, like to new types of objects such as 3D videos ([156]) or
holographic images ([157]) that will not be detailed here.
Homomorphic Encryption Homomorphic encryption allows to modify an encrypted document without the need
to decrypt it [158], and hence, knowing its content. The use of such technology along with watermarking has many
extremely interesting applications: one could use a third party to watermark their media without ever having to reveal to
them the original media, or add watermarks to an end-to-end encryption system. This combination has been studied in
[159] with watermarking with a Singular Value Decomposition method, or in the DWT domain as in [160]. However,
the computational complexity of such method it to take into account as this technology is still relatively young.
Machine Learning Along with Deep Learning, ML is extremely popular in the current data science researches. The
quality of the classifiers that can be achieved by such technologies using Support-Vector Machine or/and Least-Square
can find interesting applications for watermark detectors in statistical embedding schemes as exposed by [142]. Another
use of ML is to optimize the parameters of a scheme in order to find the best compromise between time complexity,
robustness and transparency as in [161]. Related to its use for detection, such technology can however also be used to
break watermarks as in an oracle attack such as exposed in [162] to remove watermarks using adversarial learning.
Fractal Coding Used in some compression methods, fractal coding is based on the repetition of objects in an image
to reduce its weight [163]. [164] proposes a procedure to embed two bit-planes of the blue component of an image that
are coded using fractal coding theory and embedded with a watermark. This scheme was designed by studying previous
implementations proposed by [165, 166].
Quantum Watermarking Without going into details due to its complexity, many researches also aim at designing
watermarking schemes for quantum signal such as [167] that embeds a quantum image using the LSB method, [168]
that decided to use Quantum Fourier Transform to preserve the carrier image’s visual or [169] that uses the Quantum
Wavelet Transform instead.
Blockchains As another popular field of computer science, the pairing of blockchains with watermarking has also
been studied: to be able to retrace the transaction trails and modifications history of a media through its life as in [170].
To secure the watermarked information or confirm the watermarks creation order for multiple copyrights management
([171, 12]). Or finally as part of a large secure authentication scheme as defined in [172] for medical use of cloud-based
image management.
7 Conclusion
Digital Video Watermarking is security mechanism used in a wide range of applications including copyright
protection, tampering identification, clandestine communication, traffic analysis and access control. This mechanism
can be evaluated regarding two main criteria: visibility and robustness. In order to balance those characteristics to
satisfy the application’s needs, the developer can select a precise location for the embedding of the watermark. Indeed,
he can decide to make it as little detectable as possible by either selecting an area using the definition of the Human
Visual System or by choosing to embed the watermark in the information surrounding the video. YouSkyde ([109])
uses for example package dropping to implement a hidden channel in a Skype communication whereas [173] insert
some information in a selected area of the video frames chosen based on four HVS criteria. In the case where visual
embedding is chosen, the watermarking scheme can be categorized depending on the embedding process used. The
first category is insertion in the spatial domain that include LSB modification and linear masking as [174], that uses
spatial watermarking for copyright protection and embedding of indexing information. It has the advantage of being
relatively easy to implement and quite fast as only few operations are required for the embedding. The second category
is insertion in the frequency domain, mainly the DCT, DST, DWT, DFT and SVD domains but also in combination of
those. This method usually allows to achieve better robustness and invisibility as the watermark information can be
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better spread on the irrelevant coefficients of the image. For example, Hazim et al. ([147]) uses a hybrid transform of
DWT and DCT, as the frequency domain allows a increased capacity and those two domains lead to a good robustness
for the watermark which could be extremely relevant if the signal can be heavily degraded such as with poor network
conditions.
While there is a lot of published results about pairing watermarking with innovative and emergent technologies,
it feels like the application of watermarking for Real Time Communication has been so far overlooked. Most of
the research we could find that take speed into account usually limit themselves to evaluate the time performance of
detecting or extracting the watermark. For real-time communication, where the entire time budget for all processing
applied to a frame (encoding, watermarking, encryption, packetization, transport, ...) is limited by the acquisition speed
(33ms at 30fps, 16ms at 60fps) the embedding speed is even more important than the detecting speed. As far as we
know, Robust watermark scheme allowing a watermark embedding in a such short time is still to be developed. It could
have interesting uses such as securing video chat, screen sharing or other streaming and broadcasting applications.
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